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Menu	DECORATIVE		Buff Your Stuff	[image: ]

		[image:  See our hutch makeover! We took an old huge black hutch and turned it into a modern beautiful hutch using paint, new hardware and a little ingenuity!]
	[image: Thrift.Store.Makeover.Bench-FE]
	[image: We'll show you how to repair a recliner cushion... the non-removable kind! This one had some doggie damage but you can also recover just for a new look!]




	Room Makeovers	[image: ]

		[image: If you're looking for some inspiration for your home you will LOVE our home office library makeover with a window seat. It's beyond magical!]
	[image: Doing laundry isn't most people's favorite job. Having the area beautified can make it a more pleasant experience. Check out our bright small closet laundry room makeover!]
	[image: If you're looking for a unique bathroom makeover wait till you see how we turned a bleh master bathroom into a magical dark sea theme.]




	Accessories	[image: ]

		[image: Get Inspired and check out this small hanging planter we turned into a whimsical fairy garden! ]
	[image: If you love whimsical decor you'll enjoy our quick DIY clay mushrooms! They're easy to make and can be placed in any planter.]
	[image: Do you need some closet organizer ideas on a budget? Want to make your closet look special? Look how we fixed up our DIY closet shelving (from our last post) to not only make it hold more, but also look spectacular! Plus, you can download our free printable bin tags.]




	Furniture	[image: ]

		[image:  See our hutch makeover! We took an old huge black hutch and turned it into a modern beautiful hutch using paint, new hardware and a little ingenuity!]
	[image: Thrift.Store.Makeover.Bench-FE]
	[image: We'll show you how to repair a recliner cushion... the non-removable kind! This one had some doggie damage but you can also recover just for a new look!]




	Lighting	[image: ]

		[image: We'll show you how to turn a candlestick or an old lamp into an indoor solar lamp using these simple directions. It’s a great way to be more "green" and also save energy!]
	[image: Simple Ceiling Fan Makeover FE]
	[image: You can turn a candlestick or an old lamp into a solar lamp quick and easy by following these simple directions. It’s a great way to save energy!]




	Misc.	[image: ]

		[image: Easy No Sew Resusable Paper Towels FE]
	[image: Learning how to cover a countertop with contact paper is easier than you think! It can last a long time if you're careful with it!]
	[image: This hanging wall village sculpture is the FIRST in our new category "Get Inspired!" It's handmade from clay!]




	Wall Decor	[image: ]

		[image: Simple 3D Painting Makeover FE]
	[image: DIY Wind Chimes – FE]
	[image: Put more positivity in your life! Make this quick motivational DIY wall decor hanging in 10 minutes using our patterns, printouts, posterboard and a bit of ribbon. You can never have too many positive reminders around!]








	CRAFTY		Fantasy & Sci-Fi	[image: ]

		[image: Hand out these giant eye popping halloween popcorn balls and you'll be the favorite house on the block! Also great for parties. Healthy recipe included!]
	[image: Make a custom door mat with the famous phrase from The Lord of the Rings "Speak, Friend and Enter" using our free stencil templates and some contact paper!]
	[image: Make a cute little clay dragon that can be used as a necklace, pin, magnet or anything else you can think of. Our step by step instructions make it simple!]




	For Kids	[image: ]

		[image: In the 21st century there are a lot of options to entertain kids but much lack the imagination and physical activity so needed by kids. Check out our fun ideas to keep kids entertained.]
	[image: Make Miniature Books From Craft Sticks Quick and Easy – FE]
	[image: How to Make Non-Toxic Non-Melting Instand Snow FE]




	Fashion	[image: ]

		[image: Pixel Heart Necklace FEAT]
	[image: Quick Fleece Arm Warmers FE]
	[image: charming.soda.bottle.bracelet.FEATURED]




	Paper Crafts	[image: ]

		[image: The internet is great but don't forget to socialize in real life. Grab our free photo booth prop printables for a get-together to reconnect with family/friends!]
	[image: We've got 14 unique and awesome easy crafts and projects you can do with your home printer! Kids and adults alike will love them! Includes free printables.]
	[image: Add extra cheer to your holiday meals with our 7 FREE Christmas printables utensil pouches! Quick & easy to make, plastic utensils never looked so good!]




	Under $10	[image: ]

		[image: Simple DIY Bowl Cozy from Hot Pads FE]
	[image: If you're looking for unique office decor we're going to show you how to make a TV top shelf from paint sticks to hold inspirational and fun goodies!]
	[image: Check out our DIY TV top shelf made from paint sticks. This shelf sits on the top of your TV or monitor and can hold lightweight items!]




	Upcycles	[image: ]

		[image: From trash to treasure, this simple upcycle project turns a toilet paper roll into a beautiful DIY cell phone stand in under 5 minutes. Free print download!]
	[image: It's super easy to make any size DIY dry erase board using a roll of adhesive backed dry erase paper. We made a kitchen board and added some extras including making our own eraser!]
	[image: cardboard pull out cabinet organizer FE]




	Wood	[image: ]

		[image: If you're looking for unique office decor we're going to show you how to make a TV top shelf from paint sticks to hold inspirational and fun goodies!]
	[image: This simple DIY Woodland Decor decor brings bit of the outdoors into your home. Its lost cost or even free to make. Use real lavender or any other herbs.]
	[image: DIY Bathtub Cover FE]








	WELL-BEING		Natural Remedies	[image: ]

		[image: If you occasionally get a stuffy nose you can easily make a safe natural nasal inhaler that works great with no chemicals!]
	[image: Organize Suppliments in a Magical Herb Closet 47]
	[image: Neglecting your eye health can lead to vision problems, perhaps even avoidable sight loss. Read on to discover three ways to protect your eye health.]




	Positive Thinking	[image: ]

		[image: Looking for stress free New Year's Resolutions? Download our popular FREE 21 page Casual Resolutions Kit for 2023! We make goals fun!]
	[image: Looking for stress free New Year's Resolutions? Download our popular FREE 21 page Casual Resolutions Kit for 2022! We make goals fun!]
	[image: It's 2021 & goals have never been easier! This is our 6th edition of our FREE & popular Casual Resolutions Kit with a whole new theme & ideas!]




	Relationships	[image: ]

		[image: No matter you lifestyle choice in a relationship or marriage the key is honesty and integrity with those we love the most.]
	[image: If you're looking for something unique and special for a Valentine's Day gift ideas for him or her this one is pretty exceptional. It's made with a 5" plastic take apart globe and a wood base. Then you fill it with rolled up strips of paper that are things you want to "manifest". Use it at any time or age.]
	[image: The quote "We've child-proofed our home but they keep getting in" hangs in our home. We've got some good tips for those of you who also have boomerang kids.]




	Healthy Recipes	[image: ]

		[image: You can make this easy healthy plant-based energy balls snack with a few basic ingredients that's guaranteed to satiate any sweet tooth!]
	[image: You can make this moist quick microwave baked oatmeal for a healthy breakfast or even a snack! Works in the oven too!]
	[image: This raw corn chip recipe can be made in a dehydrator or oven. They can be soft or crisp and have a sweet taste, great for snacking!]








	OCCASIONS	Summertime
		Christmas	[image: ]

		[image: If you have an artificial Christmas tree without a fake tree trunk cover for the bottom we've got a quick inexpensive fix! We even have a printable version!]
	[image: All you need to make a simple classy coffee filter Christmas tree is a piece of poster board, some tape and coffee filters and 20 minutes!]
	[image: DIY paint your own wood slices Christmas ornaments for an earthy whimsical holiday vibe! You can buy the discs or cut your own!]




	Earth Day	[image: ]

		[image: DIY Heart Shaped Wildflower Seed Bombs FE]
	[image: Grab our free printable Earth Day quiz! It's full of interesting and fun facts. The three page pdf has two pages of questions and a page with the answers.]
	[image: Make this awesome world clock for Earth Day or any day! It's made form a CD or DVD and we have free printable original artwork you can download.]




	Easter	[image: ]

		[image: Give your friends a special Easter greetings bunny and beautiful poem made from a simple folded handkerchief or piece of cloth and filled with a golden egg.]
	[image: This year add a cute little floppy eared bunny to your Easter decorations. He takes 5 minutes to make with our free pattern and is also a wonderful gift.]
	[image: Make this cute carrot garden diy Easter basket using plastic eggs, a box and some construction paper! You can fill the box and the carrot eggs with goodies.]




	Halloween	[image: ]

		[image: Make this creepy crawly DIY Halloween wreath to frighten up your door! It's cheap & quick to make. Use any bugs you like, but we choose spiders & snakes.]
	[image: Black cats are the least adopted & most euthanized in the US. Pass out these easy to make DIY Lucky Black Cat Charms & help dispel harmful superstitions!]
	[image: Need quick Halloween decorations? Grab our printables, some scissors or X-acto knife and before you know it you have have a room full of dangling ghosts!]




	New Year	[image: ]

		[image: Learn how to make a vision board which is a fun creative way to assist in your goals and dreams. You could host a Vision Board Party with family or friends!]
	[image: Our Free Reading Challenge Kit will help you read more and/or broaden the scope of what you read. It's filled with ideas, planners, trackers and even some inspiring bookmarks!]
	[image: Get organized with this fun huge wall calendar made with Washi tape, large sequins and Post-it notes! It's great for a home offices or a family center!]




	Parties	[image: ]

		[image: How to Make Chinese Lanterns to String FE]
	[image: Make a creepy fun monster eye pong party game with plastic cups & ping pong balls. (Beer pong was never this awesome.) Kids & adults alike will love it!]
	[image: Learn how to make durable Chinese lanterns from soda cans! Paint them any color and fill with LED tea lights. Great upcycle decor for all occasions.]




	Patriotic	[image: ]

		[image: This little DIY smores kit comes complete with a mini campfire! It's great for summer and can even be used inside the house. It also makes a great gift.]
	[image: American Eagle Art From Foam Board FE]
	[image: This rustic Americana decor flag can be hung year round and it's so easy for anyone to make! All you need are some large craft sticks, glue and paint.]




	Thanksgiving	[image: ]

		[image: leafy-autumn-placemats-fe]
	[image: Being thankful can be tricky when life gets hard. Make a gratitude token for any age to remind us how lucky we are when we need it most! Free printables.]
	[image: Remind family and visitors to keep negative thoughts outside your home with this beautiful poem and tribal burden basket that you hang on your front porch.]




	Valentines	[image: ]

		[image: DIY Wind Chimes – FE]
	[image: This simple Share the Love Valentines craft is for adults and children alike. It's inexpensive, meaningful and will brighten someone's day. Free pattern including a darling poem tag for giving as a gift!]
	[image: If you're looking for something unique and special for a Valentine's Day gift ideas for him or her this one is pretty exceptional. It's made with a 5" plastic take apart globe and a wood base. Then you fill it with rolled up strips of paper that are things you want to "manifest". Use it at any time or age.]




	Weddings	[image: ]

		[image: Unique Wedding Ideas Plus Unique DIY Guest Book Tutorial P]
	[image: Tras the Dress DIY FEA]
	[image: Fairyland Wedding FEAT]








	LIFESTYLE		How-To	[image: ]

		[image: Learn how to make an inexpensive DIY craft cutting mat! It can be made any size and it's even reusable and self-healing.]
	[image: Easy No Sew Resusable Paper Towels FE]
	[image: Learning how to cover a countertop with contact paper is easier than you think! It can last a long time if you're careful with it!]




	Organizing	[image: ]

		[image: Easy No Sew Resusable Paper Towels FE]
	[image: We figured out a fun simple and inexpensive way to organize a chest freezer! Plus, there are FREE inventory sheets to download!]
	[image: Organize Suppliments in a Magical Herb Closet 47]




	Pets	[image: ]

		[image: Looking for inexpensive low-calorie dog treats to make that can also last more than a few seconds? Check out our super easy puppy pops!]
	[image: Kids shouldn't be the only ones who enjoy a holiday countdown. Check out our DIY farmhouse puppy dog advent calendar for your furry child! ]
	[image: If you're a cat person (or looking for an awesome gift for someone who is) we'll show you how easy it is to make a DIY cat teepee from an old TV tray!]
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I’m Nancy! I’ll be your guide to crafting fun projects, healthier habits and a happier life. Let’s begin!
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	[image: ]	[image: Plastic Bottle DIY Easter Baskets]Plastic Bottle DIY Easter Baskets
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	[image: Easy Clay Chick Easter Gift]Easy Clay Chick Easter Gift
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Writer. DIY-er. Happy things make happy thoughts. Ready to get creative?
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